DZONGKHAG

ADMINISTRATION

HAA

Purchase Order, or exceed the maximum amount of liquidated damages
b. if the Supplier fails to perform any other obligation(s) under the purchase Order,
or
c.' if the Supplier does not take any remedial action within a period of (7) seven
Calendar days after receipt of a notice of default from the Purchaser specifying the
nature of the default(s), or
d. if the Supplier, in the judgment of the Purchaser, has engaged in any corrupt or fraudulent
practices in competing for or in executing the tasks under this Purchase Order; and
8. The Supplier shall provide the warranty, as stipulated in the Quotation document, for the goods to
be supplied and confirm that if any faults are detected within the warranty period in the
supplied/installed goods, the Supplier shall be bound to rectify the fault or replace the goods as
the case may be. The security deposit shall be used to cover the cost of supplies not delivered
or defective items not replaced or rectified.
9. The purchaser may procure any of the items from the open market in case the supplier fails to
supply the goods within the stipulated time and realize the difference amount between the quoted
price and market price from the security deposit.
10. The rates quoted shall be FOR/FOB/CIF, Respective Sectors, Gewogs, Hospital/BHus and
Schools for supply of office stationeries, printing forms/items. Generally the rates qugted shall be
inclusive of all charges/levies/taxes which shall be borne by the suppliers (refer to SCC-1 '1 (k) &
(GCC 13.1).
11. Bidders are required to quote only one rate for the specification mentioned in the price schedule'
Different specification and double rates will not be evaluated/entertained.
13. Broken/damaged goods shall be returned at your cost and same shall be replaced in specified time
given in ( refer GCC -29'6)
14. Materials to be supplied shall conform with the specifications and subject to testing as may be
necessary.
15. Under specified specification /Iow quality /Iocally assembled /duplicate goods shall be rejected &
shall be-replaced it immediately with original ones. Purchaser reserves the right to reject all or any of the quotations without
assigning.
16. Sample should be submitted for School Games and Sports and Office/School

Stationeries.
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